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MILITARY BALL TO BE UNIQUE AFFAIR
NOMINATIONS FOR "Y"
OFFICERSANNOONCED
ELECTION, MARCH 4
Nominees For Student Officers
In College Y. M. C. A.
Made Known

Nick Laney of BENGAL BASKETEERS Over Hundred Students
CLOSE SEASON WITH
Duke Will Play VICTORYOVER GA, D, to Profit Through Aid
Given by Federal E.R.A.
At Huge Dance
McMAHON IS STAR

Davismen Defeat Bulldogs with
Accurate Shooting and
At a recent meeting in the Y. M. Honorary Cadet Colonel to Be
Snappy Passwork
Chosen at Coming Dance
C A. the nominating committee of
the college "Y", composed of Cadets Schirmer, Perry, Robinson,
Latham, Lytle, Nolan, and Chipley,
selected nominees for the student
officers of the "Y" for next year.
The men nominated are as follows: President, W. B. MtoConnell;
Vice-iPresident, K. W. McGee; Secretary, S. A. Cooler and J. Metz.
In selecting these men as probable leaders every possible consideration was made.
The election of these officers to
succeed the retiring ones will be
conducted Sunday evening, March
4, at the regular Vesper service.
The nominating committee extends the privilege to anyone who
so desires to submit any other
names as nominees ror the above
offices.

Athanor Inducts
Four as Members
Green, Forshaw, Lipscomb, and
Kirkguard New Chemistry
Frat Pledges
Four students in the School ot
Chemistry, Harry Green, Tom Forshaw, Jimmy Lipscomb, and Howard Kirkguard were recently elected to the Athanor, Clemson's honorary Chemical frat.
The above men will undergo informal initiation for a period extending over several weeks. A formal induction will be held in the
near future.
Russel Eaton is president of the
organization, and E. D. Gandy is
secretary and treasurer.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Feb. 22
Animal Husbandry Club 6: 45
00
International Rel. Club .
Dairy Club
6: 45
Palmetto Literary Society 8: 00
Monday, Feb. 26
Athanor
6:45
Blue Key
6:45
Tiger Brotherhood
8:00
Sophomore Council
6:45
Tuesday, Feb. 27
Horticultural Society
6:45
Calhoun Literary Society 8:00
Wednesday, Feb. 28
Sigma Epsilon
6:45
(Ed.
Note—Secretaries
of
clubs and frats turn dates ot
meetings in to Hollis in C-9 by
the Sunday preceding publication.)

GRAND MARCH UNDER SABRES
Nick Laney and his Duke University Blue Devils will furnish the
rhythm for the next great dance
on Clemson's program, the Military
Ball, an annual affair sponsored
by the local chapter of the Scabbard and Blade, national honorary
military organization.
This event
will take place March 2, fully two
months before the Taps Ball, hence
there will be no conflict between
the two.
(Continued on page two)

CLEMSON SWIMSTERS
DEFEAT P^C. MERMEN
Good son Sets New Record in
Four-Forty

Event

Placing first in
all
but two
events, the Clemson swimmers defeated P. C.'s tankmen at Clinton
Tuesday afternoon 54 to 26/ This
was the second victory out of three
starts for the Tigers in five days.
"Slim" Goodson of Clemson set
a new State record for the 44 0
free-style event when he traversed
the distance in 6:29.5.
Dickson of the Tigers took two
first places to lead the scoring of
the afternoon with 10 points, while
Van de Erve, Bengal captain, followed with eight.

The Bengals cagers, smarting
from two defeats last week at the
hands of a powerful South Carolina
five, brought their season to a
close here Tuesday night with a
sweeping victory over the Georgia
Bulldogs by a 29 to 23 score.
The encounter was slow in getting under way and the count stood
2 to 1 with five minutes gone. Both
quints raised their tallies and halfway Clemson led 12-11.
The second half fc .nd the Tigers
on their toes. The locals sank 7
field tosses and held their Athenian
visitors to a mere trio of throws.
MCMahan, Bengal pivot man, led
the scoring with 11 points.

The varsity football man who
trudges in with the characteristic
athletic limp from an afternoon
session of spring practice, displaying current .martyrdom, to -the
cause of his Alma Mammy in the
shape of a proximal clavicular dislocation or fractured olfactory cartilage, should get wise to the fact
that the grid game of today is
tame to a degree ot aversion when
illuminatingly compared with footi ball of other days.
Flitting gently past the Greeks,
who of course had their equivalent
game of "harpaston", and the Romans with their "follis" (not follies) , which Emperor Augustus denounced as being too hland an ex-

Famous Columnist to Visit
Allotment Based on Pay AverCampus for Regimental
age of Fifteen Dollars
Review Saturday
A Month

Arthur Brisbane, the world's
highest salaried
editorial
writer
and columnist, who has accepted
an invitation from Wilton E. Hall,
publisher of the Anderson Independent and the Anderson Daily
Mail, to visit Anderson, will be at
Clemson on February 24.
The
news
column
"Today'",
which appears daily in hundreds ot
leading newspapers, is written by
Mr. Brisbane in less than one-halt
hour and it is read by nearly one
third of the population of the
United States.
He is an extensive traveler and
expects to visit the Calhoun mansion and other places of historical
interest while traveling in South
Relation of Ethyl Gasolene to Carolina.
Tentative plans have been made
Engines is Topic
by college officials to have a dress
A representative of the Ethyl parade in his honor, followed by
Gas Corporation will deliver a lec- an informal banquet.
ture on ethyl gasolene and its relation to internal combustion engines
tomorrow at 7 P. M. in Room 201,
Chemistry Building.
The lecturer is on a tour of the
country and has delivered his address at Annapolis University of
North Carolina, and a great many
other Southern institutions.

GAS REPRESENTATIVE
TO LECTURE FRIDAY

MERMEN ENGAGE P. C.
IN ONLY HOME MEET
OF CURRENT SEASON
SECOND

Spring Grid Practice Brings to
Mind Dangerous Game of Yore
(By R. K. O'CAIN)

Arthur Brisbane 109 WILL GET JOBS
to Watch Parade FOR THjSJEMESTER

ercise for developing his warriors,
we land in England during the
Danish invasion in time to see the
real spirit of football born. The
citizens of Chester, England, upon
capturing a Dane, beheaded him in
the streets and kicked his head
around town for sport.
(Cheerful
thought, huh?) The whole community joined in this rich amusement
and the sport became so popular
that there was a seriouis scarcity
of heads. In desperation they substituted an aU-season head of
leather, inflated with air, as was
the original, and termed it "footeballe".
In the heat of the game, the
participants often lost interest in
the oval and engaged themselves in
the livelier pastime of rough-and(Continued on page seven)

MEETING

Local "Y" Pool to Be Scene of
Swimfest Tomorrow
Clemson's aggregation of aquabats engages P. C.'s tanksters in
their only home engagement, tomorrow afternoon in the Y. M. C.
A. pool.
The Tiger swimmers have been
quite successful this season, defeating both Emory and P. C. and losing to Georgia.
No admission fee will be charged.

Under the authority of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration it was announced last week
that Clemson would, be able to provide approximately one hundred
and tea cadets with part-time employment for the remainder of the
current academic year.
Under this federal plan, employment will be provided for not more
than ten percent of the enrollment
as of October 15, 19 33. The pay
shall be from
$10
to $20 per
month, with the allotment to the
college being based on an average
of $15 per month for each student employed.
(Continued on page eight)

Tiger Scriveners
Feted at Banquet
Old and New Publication Staffs
Hear Speakers at Annual
Affair
The annual Tiger banquet was
held in the training room last Wednesday night, marking the appearance of the new staff of THE TIGER, Clemson's weekly publication.
A delicious four-course dinner
was served.
After the repast, George Chaplin, incoming editor-in-chief of the
paper, introduced Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager,
who acted as the toastmaster ot
the evening.
Mr. A. B. Bryan was the main
speaker.
Mr. Bryan, agricultural
editor for the college, was the editor
of the first publication at Clemson
college, which was published in
('Continued on page eight)
DANCE SCHEDULE

YE WIZARDS
THE TIGER is offering a
quarter of a dozen tickets to
Holtzy's cinema emporium for
the best Burlesque advertisement submitted for publication
in the April Fool issue. Turn
in your brain-child to Room
139.

The following revised schedule was issued this week by
the Central Dance Association:
Military Ball - - - - March 2
Alpha Zeta Dance - - March 3
Sophomore Prom - - March 23
Informal Dance - - March 24
Taps Ball ----- April 13
Junior-Senior - - - - May 11
Finals ----- June 1, 2, 4
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ARCHITECTS DISCUSS DR. STEWART VISITS LITERARY GROUPS OF ALPHA 2ETA FRAT IS
NEXT YEWS EXHIBIT CLEMSON CAMPUS TO CLEMSON ip MEETS SPONSOR OF INFORMAL
DANCE NEXTJATURDAY
Calhoun Society to Elect OffiPlans For Engineering ArchiSTUDY
AUEACHERS
cers in Near Future
tectural Day are Dicussed
LANEY TO PLAY
The Minaret Club,
Clemson's
architectural organization, met last
Thursday night in their club room
in the engineering building.
Under the direction of Professor R.
E. Lee, director of the architectural division, and W. G. Lyles, president of the club, the architects
discussed important plans for their
participation in the prospective Engineering and Architectural Day to
be held in the spring of 1935.
Many creative ideas and constructive concepts were presented
to the group, and out of this embryo of enthusiasm great things
should be expected from the architects next spring. After the business session of the club, cake and
punch were served.

MILITARY BALL SOON
(Continued from page one)

COMMENDS

WORK

The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting in the
society hall last Thursday night.
Ohio State Ag. Education Head The president gave a brief but
interesting talk on "The Literary
Praises Work of Local
Society and the Student".
After
Educationists
plans for reorganizaiton and other
business matters were discussed,
the meeting was adjourned.
Dr. W. F. Stewart, head of the
college of Agricultural Education at
Last Tuesday night, the Calhoun
Ohio State University, while on an Literary Society met to plan a reobservation tour of Southern col- organization program and. to set a
leges and univsrsities praised highly date for the election of new offithe program of the Agricultural cers.
Various items of business
Education at Clemson.
Especially were brought up for discussion,
did Dr. Stewart commend the sys- after which the meeting was adtem of teacher training. In com- journed.
parison with the other southern institutions he ranked Clemson's EdThe diction of President Rooseucation department at the top.
velt is an example of what our
Dr. Stewart visited on the campus and in the practice schools at
Seneca and Central observing the
system of teaching which our trainees are undergoing.

Agricultural Dance to Be Held
in Fieldhouse on March 3
The Agricultural Dance, sponsored by the Clemson chapter of Alpha
Zeta, will be held at the field
house from nine 'till twelve Saturday night, March 3. The dance will
be informal.
Nick Laney and his Duke University Blue Devils, engaged for the
Military Ball on the previous night,
will play for this occasion also.
This is the only dance of the year
sponsored by the Ag. society, and it
bids fair to be an excellent one.
Tickets are on sale at one dollar each.

IT'S

NOT

SO FAST

Basketball is not quite as
fast as it is generally believed
to be. Look at the interruptions that occurred during the
second half of the ClemsonGeorgia game Tuesday night.
The ball was put in play
from out-of-bounds exactly 22
times, twelve by the Athenians
and an even ten by the locals.
Nine held balls were called
by Eddie Toohey, the knickerclad referee.
Twelve time-outs were taken
for a total of 15 free throws.
Each team had one time out
during the final period.

Some interesting facts were recently obtained
from
Secretary
Jake Woodward about Clemson
Alumni.
There are more Clemson graduates that hold teachers
jobs in South Carolina than graduates from any other college. There
are, at present, 55 Clemson men
employed at the Ware Shoals manufacturing plant.

The noise of American life Is
shortening the span of years of
speech can and should be— the
speech of an educated and cultured the average American in the opinion of Dr. Vern O. Knudsen, phyman.—Prof. Lee- E. Bassett.
sicist and acoustics expert at the
University of California in Los
College education has proved
teaching in northern and southern
Angeles.
largely unsuccessful in its'-majorschools.
endeavor, that of making man:ithe
Clemson feels it an honor indeed
A
-lovely
woman
is
the
epitome
master' of' his environment, in" the: !
to have had Dr. Stewart visit the'
,:
;
campus and is proud of the high of luxury.; 'tBut you can't ..have a opinion of Dr.*. Lewis.A. Wi-ls;oni as-' "
rating he gave the Department of lovely woman in democracy.—Jo- sistant" ''New. York . <State commit"
seph Hergesheimer.
, -r. B* 'sib'her of education, v ."-> i1 ■'■''
Agricultural Education.,,..
:"":

The Alpha Tail Alpha Fraternity
sponsored a program on last FriiSweet and smooth is the music
day at which Dr. Stewart spoke.
turned out; by Dick La'iley, croonThe subject of his speech was .relaing halfback-of Duke,'-and the Duke
ted to the main differences between
University Blue Devils, a twelve1
piece organization which has found
popularity wherever- ix 'has' performed.
Only a short ■ while' ago
this band played a rhythmical battle of music,,with, G;uy . Lom'bardo
at the Hotel Rooseve,tt;4n New-York
City.
Their success^; gained them
several subsequent.- engagements at
the same hotel. . Besides-: this conquest and his musical v crusades of
the South, Nick. Laaay;. has met
with brilliant success in Maine and'
other New England states.
The field house will ..be magnificently adorned . for the occasion,
but the decorations will not be like
those of former military balls at
Clemson.
The machine guns, 37
mms., trench mortars, and other
NOW if you want to build
death-inflicting popguns will be aba fire you've got to have
sent in an effort to preserve an atmosphere of neutrality. Illumination
the right kind of chimney, and
will be spread over the floor by the
you've got to have the right kind
five white stars of the Scabbard
and Blade emblem which will be
of wood, seasoned right and
given position of prominence overpacked right in the fireplace. If
head. Flags around the sides ot
the hardwood will be in keeping
you've got all this, it's easy to
with the general red, white, and
light up.
blue color scheme.
The greatest feature of the dance
will be the Grand March under
"It's pretty near the same way
crossed sabres, to be led. by an
in smoking a pipe. Now if you've
honorary colonel who will be picked from the young ladies present.
got Granger Tobacco — the right
This is the first time in recent
kind of pipe tobacco — any old
years for such a ceremony to take,
place at Clemson, and it is quite
pipe will do.
evident that great interest and
"And if you put in a pinch at a
enthusiasm will be manifested in
the event.
The honorary colonel
time and pack it down good and
will be choosen by attending army
tight—the way to load a pipe—all
officers, who will act as judges for
the occasion. The winning demoiyou need to do is strike a match.
selle will be honored with a full
"Granger smokes sweet and cool
dress review of the Clemson Corps
later in the spring.
right down to the bottom of the
The Military Ball, with its novel
bowl.
features and. outstanding orchestra
bids fair to be one of the great"That's pipe comfort, I tell you."
est social affairs of the year. No
prejudice should be held toward
the dance by those not interested
in the military life at Clemson, because the event scheduled is just
another of the big college dances.
"The Military Ball will be the
most unique dance of the year, if
proposed plans are carried out," reremarked Henry J. Schroder, captain of the local chapter of the.
Scabbard and Blade, to a TIGER
reporter last night. "Any girl that
attends the dance is eligible for the
Honorary Colonel, and will be
picked by impartial judges, wh-j
will vote on beauty, grace and
© 1934, LIGGETT & MYBRS TOBACCO CO.
dignity."
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oadin g a pipe, son,
is like building a fire
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Granger Rough Cut
the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
—folks seem to like H
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SOPHOMORE COUNCIL WINKJER SPEAKS AT ELIMINATION FOR
DEPUTATION TEAM OF FREE THROW CONTEST
SPONSORS INFORMAL DAIRY CUM MEETING DEBATING TEAM WILL LIMESTONE PRESENTED TO BE HELD SHORTLY
Winkjer of the BuUrges Those EnterDANCE ATYSATURDAY reauMr. ofJ. G.Dairying,
E HELD TOMORROW EXGELLENTPLAY SUN. Kirchner
United States
ing to Sign Up at Once

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., spoke before the Two Men Will be Selected for
Dairy club, tonight at 6:45 p. m.
Debate With Winthrop
Mr. Winkjer is head of the butSecond Year Men Attract Host
ter scoring and cream improveElimination for
the
debating
of Beautiful Visitors at
ment campaign
throughout the
team which debates Winthrop oil
Affair
South and has done much to imMarch 17, will be held in the colprove the dairy products in tha
lege chapel tomorrow night.
The Sophomore Council sponsor- Southern States.
The men competing are A. A.
ed a dance last Saturday night in
Langley, J. T. Rouse, C. H. Hollis,
the club room of the "Y" from
and M. I. Garber. W. J. Patterson,
eight until midnight.
a candidate, will be unable to try
Many beautiful girls from Greenville, Anderson, Seneca, and other
J. Willis McLaurin, of McColl, S. out, due to illness. Two men will
nearby towns as well as from the C, Clemson graduate, recently mar- he selected for the team.
The question at issue will be the
campus were present at the affair.
ed Miss Nan Elizabeth Moore of
subject
of cancelling World War
Bill Schachte and part of his Jun- the same city.
debts.
The
corps is invited to hear
galeer Band were the rhythm-produThe bride is a graduate of Cothe
arguments.
cers for the occasion.
lumbia College and a member of
The club room and a great part T. E'. K. sorority.
of the lobby of the
"Y" were
After a short wedding trip, they
Youth must not be afraid to
thrown ensuite thereby contribut- will make their home in McColl,
ing to an appropriate degree oi where McLaurin is engaged in the face the fact that it has to change
politics, it has to change business
informality. The rooms were artis mercantile business.
ethics, it has to change the theotically decorated with purple and
gold streamers.
Small pines ana blending into a soft hue savoring ries of ecouomics and, above evpalms added to an atmosphere of of a modernistic color effect. Re- erything else, it has to change
naturalness and simplicity. The freshments were served throughout its own weaknesses.—Mrs. Frankl'n D. Roosevelt.
lights were
of
various
colors the evening.
ENJOYABLE AFFAIR

ALUMNINEWS

SEVEN

TOOK

PART

Gaffney College Girls Entertain With Meaningful
Presentation
A delegation of seven young women from Limestone College at
Gaffney gave an interesting and
meaningful play on the characteristics of a true Christian at Vesper services Sunday night.
The
characteristics
enumerated were
honesty, sportsmanship, love, friendliness, and purity.
Each young
lady giving a characteristic discussed it fully. Two poems, a vocal
solo and a violin selection were
also included in the program.
Those taking part on the program were Misses Margaret Granberry, president of the Limestone
Y. W. C. A., Wattie Grimes, Evelyn
Brown, Carolyn Phifer, "Boots" Ankers, Estelle
Prince,
and Hazel
West.
Immediately after the program

All men wanting to enter the
free-throw contest for the Newman
Trophy are asked to sign up at
the Y immediately, as the first
round is now in progress. Every
student is eligible to enter.
A
great deal of skill is required to
make a good score according to the
rules and regulations of the contest. You can count on your ability to shoot foul goals as being
thoroughly tested.
"Sign up and
see what you can do!" says Freddie
Kirchner, Y. M. C. A. physical director.
Wade Perry presented the names
of the men nominated for officers of
the "Y" for the coming year. The
men named were: W. B. McConnell,
K. W. McGee, C. A. Cooler, and
J. Metz.
Mr. Holtzendorff closed the meeting with a prayer.

NO LOOSE ENDS
t/ie tobacco
does notsjtillout
Every Lucky Strike is made from
the finest tobacco and only the
center leaves. Not the top leaves —
because those are under-developed
— not ripe. They would give a harsh
smoke. Not the bottom leaves —because those are inferior in quality.
They grow close to the ground,
and are tough, coarse and always
sandy. The center leaves are the
mildest leaves, for which farmers
are paid higher prices. Only these
center leaves are used in making
Luckies the fully packed cigarette
— so round, so firm —free from
loose ends. That's why Luckies
draw easily, burn evenly. And
remember—"It's toasted"—for
throat protection — for finer taste.

Direct from the
Metropolitan Opera House
Saturday at i ;4'5P. M., Eastern Standard Time,
over Red and Blue Networks of NBC, Lucky
Strike presents the Metropolitan Opera Company
of New York in the complete Opera, Tannhauser

NOT the top leaves—they're under-developed
—they are harshl

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves

\1 Copyright, 1934, The American Tobacco Company,

The Cream of the Crop f^
"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

\s

NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferior in
quality—coarse and always sandyl
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Shoot The Show
BY H. S. ASHMORE
FRIDAY—LITTLE AVOMEN
If the book hadn't been written
some years ago you would swear
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
that "Jo" was created especially
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the for Katherine Hepburn. The part
wl'lege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
fits her like the proverbial glove
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- and she shines brighter than I've
seen her since "Bill of Divorcelege, South Carolina.
ment".
You have all read the
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
story and the screen version folMember Intercollegiate Press
lows the original closely. The thing
is well cast with Hepburn as "Jo",
Frances Dee as "Meg", Joan Bennett as "Amy"
Jean Parker as
EDITORIAL STAFF
"Beth", and Paul Lukas as DougG. CHAPLl'N
Editor-in-Chief
lass Montgomery playing the male
K. W. ACKIS
Associate Editor
leads. Also the famous "Billy SymphO. G. RAWLS
Associate Editor
ony",
"Babes in the Woods" is
shown as the short attraction.
S. D. SMART
Athletic Editor
SATURDAY—DESIGN
T. S. STRANGE
Y. M. C. A. Editor
FOR
LIVING
J. METZ
Exchange Editor
The play by Noel Coward was
C. H. HOLLIS
News Editor
last season's Broadway hit and sent
J. C. BURTON
Asst. News Editor
Coward's
name
soaring
among
B. G. PRICE
Asst. News Editor
our foremost dramatists. Intricate
and complicated
plot
abounding
C. E. FARMER
Asst. News Editor
with risque situations. You should
Staff Reporters
enjoy it. The cast is headed by
H. S. Ashmore, R. K. O'Cain, D. D. Page, E. R. Holt, W. M. Rogers,
Frederick March, who hands in his
R. C. Commander, W. K. Lewis, J. M. Bennett, J. D. Kinard,
usual exceptional performance. The
S. V. Perex, F. O. Griggs
female is Miriam Hopkins and the
ethers are Gary Cooper (in a dress
BUSINESS STAFF
suit) and that very comical gentleG. C. WARREN
:
Business Manager
man, Edward Everette Horton.
MONDAY—SON OF A SAILOR
CIRCULATION STAFF
Another salty comedy with that
K. W. McGEE
Circulation Manager
mouth-like
creature,
Joe
E.
C. C. GIBSON
Asst. Circulation Manager
Brown. Joe plays another ego role,
in which he makes all the fair laCirculation Associates
dies with the aid of a pair of baby
W. B. Hiott,
P. Q. Langston,
J.. I. Davis
shoes. He wins the boxing title of
Circulation Assistants
the Navy by knocking out the
W. B. Cloaninger,
B. D. Cain,
J. F. Norris
champion while the national anthem
is being played and the champ is at
attention, and pulls most of hi&
other stock gags. Very entertaining despite the aged plot. He is
supported, by Jean Muir, Thelma
Todd, and the drunken Mr. Frank
McHugh.
F. E. R. A. EMPLOYMENT
TUESDAY—INVISIBLE MAN
Taken from H. G. Well's horror
Since institutions of higher learning first came into exstory,
Claude Rains makes himselt
istence, all have had one evil in common—that of losing exinvisible by a secret formula he,
cellent students who lack sufficient funds to continue their
discovers, and tours around the
quest for education at college. Here, at Clemson, quite fre- countryside killing people, wreckquently honorable discharges are requested by those who ing trains, robbing banks, and having all manner of "fun". The horcome with excellent minds but empty pocketbooks.
Although "Prosperity" is gradually turning that long ror comes in when he starts chasing
lost—but much discussed—corner, a great many of the fam- a young doctor about with the intent to kill.
He eventually gets
ilies that send their sons and daughters to college are still him, but justice triumphs and the
affected by the worst depression that America has ever ex- Police shoot him ci\wn by guessperiencd.
work.
He becomes visible again
At last, however, a ray of light shines through the gloom as he dies and bids everyone a
surrounding undergrads who have a keen desire for learning pleasant good afternoon. Gloria
Stuart, who has taken Fay Wray's
but none for notices from the treasurer's office.
place in the weird dramas, and
Under the educational policy of the Federal Emergency Dudley Digges do the supporting.
Relief Administration there is a prospect of the majority of Fine, if you go in for horror.
needy students receiving employment for the remainder of WEDNESDAY—SMOKEY
Will Jame's story of a horse.
the current school year, and possibly for longer.
We follow the career of the beast
The work will consist of projects on the various camfrom the halcyon days when he
puses, and work customarily done by college students—cleri- ran wild on the range until he is
cal and research work, and work on buildings and grounds.
rescued from the slaughterhouse by
Dr. Sikes has made application for one hundred and nine his former owner. In the course of
part-time jobs for Clemson students. Not only will the stu- events he becomes a cattle pony, a
dents benefit, but the college will be able to have work done rodeo performer, a polo pony, a
riding horse, a junkman's nag, and
which heretofore has been put aside due to a lack of funds.
is just becoming sausage when the
No doubt, a great many students who do not need jobs happy ending arrives on schedule.
to continue their education will present applications for con- The horse is supported by Victoi
Bentley,
and Will
sideration. We sincerely hope these are disregarded and Jory, Irene
that the posts are assigned to those who actually need out- James himself.
THURSDAY—NO MORE WOMEN
side assistance to remain in school.
No review, but the title has a
If the selection of those who are to receive governmental nice sound.

EDITORIAL

BELLE OF BRISTOL
From way up yonder in Bristol,
Virginia, comes a correspondence
written in a feminine hand. The
■ writer was evidently motivated by
the green-eyed monster; whatever
J her motive, we strive to please.
■Here is the letter verbatim:
—We Wonder—
i
"We wonder if Mr. Henry Alberto Hunt is really turning sissy or
if he was so completely dazzled.
by a certain member of the fairer
sex that he recently appeared on
the dance floor in too much of a daze
to be conscious of wearing a wellknown brand of lipstick.'"
SNATCH EXTRAORDINARY
Scooping the spring announcements of next appointments THE
TALK OF THE TOWN has discovered who next years' Sergeant Major will be. That distinction will
be bestowed upon the shoulders
of Mr. iMack Watson, of K company. Mr. Watson sewed his appointment up last Sunday when he held
what practically amounted, to a
staff banquet at his home in Anderson. Those who sold their birtnright for a bowl of porridge were:
Col. Schirmer, who will handle the
regimental staff for him; Lt. Col.
Robinson, who is commanding officer of Mack's
battalion;
Major
Wyatt, who is executive officer of
the third battalion; Captain Eaton,
who is C. O. of K company; Major
Bell, who looked so hungry Mack
just took him along.
What we can't understand is
what happened to Captain Fred
Sadler and Colonel West.
KISSING BEE
You have all heard of that ancient trick that, works so well on
foolish and thirsty young college
gals. The one where you bet that
you can kiss
the
lady without
touching her, kiss her and" then
pay the bet. Well, it seems that
Lieut. Bob Jenkins, dashing young
textile chemist, lost four dopes ai
Converse last week-end.
WHO GETS THE DIAMONDS?
Schirmer breaks into print much
too often and if we weren't in need
of something to fill up space we
wouldn't tell you that he visited
around a bit last week-end.
On
the three consecutive
nights he
visited
Greenville,
Spartanburg,
and Anderson. We can't tell you

YOUR TIGER
THE TIGER is the official weekly publication of Clemson, and as such it is your paper. We appreciate constructive criticism at all times; if there are certain features about
the paper of which you do not approve let us know about it;
on the other hand, make any suggestions that you think
would make the publication more interesting.
Address such corresponence to THE TIQER, Box 147.

POME
With songs of gladness and hysterical madness
The people greet the New Deal,
And every little while, they shout
with a smile,
"Well, kid, we've got repeal."
Shutters are lifted and patronage
shifted
From speakie to legitimate bar,
For the beer is a-foaming and th&
people are coming
To buy by the drink, not the jar.
The advertisements say, "get healthy
our way,"
Drinking twelve per cent beer—Begin life again with Glotz's gin—
Repeal is actually here.
But my hair is all gone, I'm blind
as a stone,
And my liver's in a terrible fix.
So, though repeal is nigh, from the
'legger I'll buy—
You can't teach an old dog new
tricks.

COLLEGIATE PRESS
BY J. METZ
THE HORNET
A smoking room has been established at G. W. C. for those students who have permission from
their parents to smoke. This room
is located on the basement floor
and is fully protected against fire.
This is the only place in the college where students may smoke,
and they may not smoke in public
places when thoy are off the campus. Day students must abide by
this regulation while they are on
the
campus.
Boarding
students
who have permission from home to
smoke may do so when they are
visiting in private homes.

aid is left to the college authorities alone we are certain
that only the applications of those who actually need the emAkron, O.— (IP)—Chalmers K.
Stewart, Akron youth who took his THE PARLEY VOO
ployment will be favorably considered.
masters degree at the University of
Akron last June, and who wrote as
his master's thesis an article on the
development of words that have
come into the English language
since the innovation of aeronautics,
has received, word from H. L.
Mencken, who recently retired as
editor of THE AMERICAN MERCURY, that the thesis probably will
be used in a new book which Mencken is to edit: "The New Language."

yet who gets to hang the three
diamonds in the trophy room, but
it looks as if Converse has a slight
lead.
STATE HOUSE ESCAPADE
Four august members of our beloved Y. M. C. A. caused quite a
stir in Columbia last week-end.
Gathering amongst them three of
the village's choicest maidens they
set out for the state house to
improve their minds with a bit of
sight seeing.
They went in at
5:00 o'clock in the afternoon and
evidently the girls were doing a
very efficient job of showing them
around, for when the joint was
closed at six they were still inside.
About seven they decided that it
was time to leave but discovered
that they were locked in.
There
wasn't anything to do about it
so they had a bit of a party to help pass the time away.
Several
hours
later
a
squad
of policemen rounded in to see
what the disturbance was about,
searched them for stolen statues
and let them out. We don't know
what they did during this period
but we do know that they put a
complete uniform on the statue ot
John C. Calhoun. They tell us that
John made a very handsome cadet.

THE TIGER seems well acquainted with the intentions of several
Conversites, for instance Percy
Laird, Liz Lucas, Annelle Donkle
and Louise Jordan; put us wise,
girls.
THE FLORIDA FLAMBEAU
'Let me tell you of my operation" is the mournful tale of library books; some have adhesive
bandages while others are sent

away to specialists and return with
fancy hemstitching and zippers.
Thus read the headlines of an
article telling of the book hospital
at P'lorida State College for Women. As in any other hospital, the
incoming patients are examined,
and diagnosticians
decide whether the book shall be mended in the
library or sent
to the bindery.
Books which are very old and those
which have narrow margins must
not be sent; to the bindery because
they can't take it; they have to be
carefully mended by hand. Books
with margins wide enough to be
sewed are sent to the bindery, and
they come back as good as new.
THE COLONNADE
Georgia State College for Women
claims to hold an endurance record
by virtue of the fact that the Institution has had the same cook for
nearly a quarter of a century.
(Far be it from us to disillusion
the fair damsels and their cook,
but according to the OLD GOLD
and BLACK an aged negro chef
has been slinging the soup and
hash at Wofford since 1893—approximately fifteen years above the
quarter century mark.)
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show and listen to some of their
filthy wisecracks
they
probably
would
never
again
compliment
them.
„ JI ;

BASKETBALL TOUBNEY
PROGRESSING AT "Y"

__that Al Yarborough and Caroline
Baldwin are having dates with others to keep people from thinking
that they are secretly married and
that they are not.

MUCH INTEREST

H

Company

in

Lead

With

Fourteen
Straight
Victories

The regimental basketball tournament, now an annual intramural
athletic event that attracts the interest of several hundred students
as well as participants, is in progress in the "Y" gym. The gym has
been a constant scene of basketball
activity every afternoon- and night
since the beginning of the season.
All teams in the tournament have
been playing since that time in an
■effort to get in shape to win the
championship.
The championship was won last
year by the fast, hard fighting B
company team. The following men
composed this team: "Doc" Bissett,
captain; Al Yarborough; "Robbie"
Robinson,
Fred
Sadler,
"Walt''
Rainey, "Coach" Wingard, "South
America" Perez, Ruffin, "Dancing"
Man and "One-arm" Thackston.
Captain "Dick" Vaughn and his
H company team of this season's
schedule deserve credit for the fine
showing they have made since the
last half of the league started. H
company has piled up fourteen vic~
tories as against no defeats. Huff,
Parks, and "Rat" Cochrah work
at the forward positions, Simpson
at center,' and Vaughn, Davis, ana
Price at guards.
L and F companies, ranking second and third and under the leacirship of Captain Bob Wells and
Kick Mclver, respectively,
have
made very impressive records also.
The Band, led by Captain Bo Newsom, although standing at the midway point in victories, should be
credited for the fine work it has
done in keeping the pep and interest of company basketball at the
^ligh. level it has been at since
he very first of the season.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
HEABS jBIDY SPEAK

—that Herbert Hoover can now
rest in peace because Dr. Brearley
actually broke down and bought
another hat, meaning that something has
rounded
that
muchtalked-about corner.
-_that Oscar takes great pleasure
in complimenting Bob Jones and
his boxers on their uudefated season 'because Oscar KNOWS that
Carolina robbed him of at least two
fights in Columbia.
--that Jawbone Howard has yet to
utter a complete sentence without
the assistance of profanity.
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COLLEGE YMCA SENDS
FOUR MEN TO URGE
STUDENTCONVENTION
Perry, Traynham, McConnell,
and Langston Attend Volunteer Conference

that ancient
Chinese
customs
Four delegates were sent by the
are being put into use on the campus. "Footsie" Hunter has already college "Y" to Columbia to attend
started binding
his
little girl's the State Student Volunteer Conference, which began Friday night,
feet.
February 16 and lasted through
__that Sgt. Naramor is taking noon, Sunday, February 18.
This conference marked the begreat pleasure in checking up on
all cadets who have signed off on ginning of an interracial conference
One hundred
week-ends
permission since Sep- in South Carolina.
tember and that the Sarge has al- and. ten registered as delegates;
ready gone back as far as Octo- about one-half of this number being negroes.
ber.
Many discussions were held in
that Colonel has popped three an effort to try to reach an underbuttons off his coat since that sign standing concerning the Student
"Office of the Commandant" was Volunteer Movements on the campuses
of the various
colleges
tacked up in front of his dive.
throughout the state, and a relation
that the library has become very of volunteer Christian work bepopular since all the dames were tween the whites and the negroes.
Those attending from Clemson
put to work down there and. that
were
Perry, Traynham, McConnell,
"Marbletop" was jealous of Jimmy
Lipscomb until he discovered that and Langston.

— that Tom Forshaw has discovered a new way to get a drag and Jimmy was interested in Lib Hel- great wonder
that
the football
that it is by airing out Bill Lip- ler.
team major in Vet. Sc.
pincott's dawg.
that several
cadets
have ex- __that the race between Mrs. Mac
__that Fat Newsom should, follow pressed the desire to see Prof. Huff at the "Y" and Mrs. Goodman at
Kidd Lowery's lead and get a hol- walk down the street beside Mae the P. O. for permanent security
West.
der to smoke those ducks with.
with N. Y. Life is close.

THE OPEN FORUM
Editor, THE TIGER
Clemson College, S. C.
The Central Dance Association
wishes to publicly express its
appreciation to those who rendered
such meritorious services during
the preparation for the Mid-Winter
dances.
Without the aid of the
following, some of whom worked
two whole nights, the dances could
have not been so successful:
T. J. Bissett
G. Way
D. E. Penney
R. B. Eaton
M. S. Young
J. R. Hartledge
B. H. Williams
T. A. Wiggington
C. M. Watson
C. L. Helms
P. H. Latimer
J. E. Hunter
W. A. Speer
C. N. Robinson
H. B. Harby
L. A. Edwards
L. B. Coleman
J. I. Myers
W. S. Harvin
E. L. Howell
W. J. Hanna
J. E. Jones
Prof. Huckabee
Doctor Manning
Prof. Asbill
Prof. Little
Prof. Shinn
Prof. Godfrey.

--that Ciive
(I-know-every thing)
__that the football coaches are not
Lytle is positive that he can lay
having a hard time getting up a
his finger on Oscar and that he is
dummy scrimmage with Slick Mcas far' off as the rest of youse mugs.
Cown, "Rat" Lee, and Al Yarborough out for football and John
--that when the cat is away the
Heinemann and Charlie Moss asmice will
play.
(Hint to Dean
sisting.
Washington.)
__that if some of these people who
that "Doc" Feely dM not know
brag about how gentlemanly the until last semester that a "D" was
corps is could see them in the free the passing grade and that it is no

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

Speaker Discusses "The Divine
Plan" to Second-Year Men
The Sophomore Council met Monday evening, February 12, in the
clubroom of the "Y".
Wallace Fridy read "The Divine
Plan", an extract from "The Lord's
Prayer", by Glenn Clark, President
of Stanford University.
The extract on
"The
Divine
Plan" may be summed up in several points: First, the belief that
God has a Divine Plan for one's
life.
Second, the belief that this
beautiful Divine- Plan_ for one's
life is a perfect part of a larger
pattern for the good of all, not
something separate. Third, the assertion that God has selected those
persons who are to belong to the
plan, and that through proximity
mutual attraction or need, they are
continually finding each other out.
Fourth, the belief that when one
asks the Heavenly F&ther for only
that which is one's right to have,
it will be made manifest when the
right time comes. Fifth, the belief
that the gifts of God are many
thousands of times greater than
one is now capable of receiving,
and that one should therefore pray
to increase his capacity both to receive and to give.
The
activities
of
Sophomore
Group Councils on each company
were discussed, and plans were
made to revive these groups, after
which the meeting was closed by
Mr. Holtzendorff's prayer.

'

A BOWL of Kellogg's Rice Krispies with milk or
cream restores the energy that studies take out
of you. You'll sleep better and feel better in the
morning.
So delicious and so easy to digest. No other
rice cereal is like Kellogg's Rice Krispies in
flavor or nourishment. And only Rice Krispies
snap and crackle in milk or cream.

When you're handed the raspberry be- o
fore your honey . . . puff away your^C
grouch with genial BRIGGS. Its sa- Jh^
vory prime tobaccos are tempered and C
seasoned for years in the wood, 'til
they're mellow and mild and minus
all bite . . . The truly biteless blend
. . . the friend a feller needs.
KEPT FACTORY FRESH
by inner lining of
CELLOPHANE

Try Kellogg's Rice Krispies tonight. A grand
dish after a party or date. Ask for them at your
campus restaurant or eating club at breakfast or
lunch. Extra delicious
with fruits or honey
added. Rice Krispies
are served everywhere.
Made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek.

RICE
KRISPIES

Listen!—
aethunftf
O P. Lorillird Co., lac.

,
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TIGER CADETS PLAY NATIONAL HONORARY CLEMSON AGRICULTURE Mournful Tales of Woe Fall Daily
in the Door of the Commandant
FURMAN IN PAIR OF FRATERNITY TO VISIT DEPARTMENT OFFERS
SOCCER ENGAGEMENTS STATE HIGH SCHOOLS BROADCAST PROGRAM The loyal sons of Anajiias and One Clemson lad, who evidently
the worthy exponents of Baron had a heavy weekend date in AnBengals and Hurricane Meet
TO AID FARMERS
OVER WFBC
in First Intercollegiate SocSpring Programs Call for Work Dramatic Scenes to Sketch
cer Game in S. C.
Over Entire Palmetto
Historically the DevelopSince the introduction of soccer
State
ment of Clemson College
as an intramural sport at Clemson
this January, much
interest has
The Alpha Tau Alpha, national
The Agricultural Education debeen aroused in this thrilling out- honorary fraternity among voca- partment of Clemson has accepted
door game. Quite a few contests tional agricultural teachers, has an invitation to broadcast a radio
have been held between companies made plans for its spring program program over station WFBC, Greenof the college, and two games with which will provide for several visits ville, on Friday of this week. The
Purman
University
have
been to high schools in the state. The program begins at 11:45 and ends
played.
purpose of these visits will be to at 12:15, the time allotted to the
The first game with Purman was help in the programs of the agri- Future Farmers Orgainzation each
lost to them on a penalty kick, the cultural departments of the local week.
final score being 1 to 0 in ravor high schools and to aid in the counThe program will consist of a
of Purman.
This
contest was ty meetings of the future farmers series of dramatic scenes which will
staged on Manly Field in Green- sponsored by the agricultural teach- sketch, historically, the developville, and attracted several hundred ers.
ment of Clemson College.
spectators.
Although the Furman
The fraternity has just purchased
It will be presented by cadets
team won the game, the Clemson a number of books on parlimentary and, members of the faculty in the
team exhibited, the finest team procedure which it plans to send form of dialogues, questions and
work and passing attack, playing out in the state to various schools answers, and an imitation of such
in Furman territory most of the in which vocational agriculture is historical figures as John C. Calgame.
The play- of the Furman being taught. This, the fraternity houn and Thomas G. Clemson. A
defense deserves special comment. believes will help the students like presentation on "Agricultural
Their fullbacks and goal-keeper greatly in their program and in ad- Education and Its Value to South
kept Clemson from scoring time dition will give them something ot Carolina Farmers" will follow. Inafter time.
everlasting value.
terspersed in both phases of the
The second game was played on
Several members ol the locax program will be music, both instruRiggs Field at Clemson. It was a chapter have been asked by high mental and vocal, to be presented
rough, fast, and hard fought game, school teachers in various sections by the cadets.
resulting in a 2-2 deadlock. Fur- of the state to attend their father
Friends within the wave length
man scored two field goals in the and son banquets in order that tnej of W. F. B. C. are invited to listen
first half, making the score stand, might help with these programs. to the program.
2 to 0 at the half. Clemson came Both cadets and faculty members
back in the last half with a burst have had numerous requests to furA new serum is being tested at
of offensive play that netted them nish music and to make talks at Bellevue Hospital and New York
two goals and tied the score at these gatherings over the state.
University which so far has shown
two all.
Clemson scored its first
Plans *i'e being made for taking power of shortening the length of
goal on a penalty kick, and its the honor juniors into the frater- illness in pneumonia cases.
second goal by charging the goal- nity in the near future.
keeper through the Furman goal
and knocking the ball from nis
hands.
The
players
participating
in
these games were as follows:
Furman—Fisher, Robinson, Cox,
Babb, Smith, Boney, King, Williams, Burrell, Scott, and Morriatt.
Clemson—Tobey,
Richey
Misdom, Perez, Kitchell, Orr, Vaughn, Event Will Climax Mid-Winter
Traynham, Shore, Price, Finley,
Activities of the Council
Phillips, Acker, Glanton, Stribling, Mellette, McMillin, Hinson,
The Freshman Council has made
"Duck" Vaughn, and Ballenger.
definite plans to have a dance at
A company soccer league is be- the "Y" Saturday night, March 10.
ing organized, and from the entries This is the annual social of the year
so far, eight teams will compost- and will be the climax for the midthe league.
A series of games winter activities of the Council.
will he played.
At the end or
The dance was previously planned
the schedule, the team having the for February 10th, but due to in
highest percentage of victories will clement weather, it was called off
be declared the winner.
Every and postponed until a later date.
company is urged to enter a team
It is understood that this will be
in this league.
Much fun, pleas- one of the best dances held, this
ure, and physical benefit is await- year and a large attendance is exing those who will take part.
pected for the event.

FRESHMAN COUNCIL
WILL SPONSOR DANCE
IN Y SATURDAY NIGHT
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Plan Study For Year
Y
F. TOMPKINS STARS
Y
The last meeting of the FreshCoach Davis' hardwood squad Y
man Council, held in the clubroom spent Friday and Saturday in Co- 7
at the "Y", Monday night, Febru- lumbia in an attempt to spring an 7
ary 12, was called to order by Roy upset on the Carolina Gamecocks,
Cooper, leader of the Council. Bus- conference title-holders, but the 7
iness matters
brought
up were Tigertown products dropped two 7
briefly discussed before going into out of two encounters to the Birds. 7
the program planned for the meetFriday night, F. Tompkins sank
7
ing.
11 points in the first half to start

t

At a previous meeting of the
Council, it was decided that the
study course to be taken by the
members was "Jesus and His
Cause" by J. Bruce Curry, Jr., under the direction of the Council
leader, Roy Coper. The first chapter of the study course was presented in the form of a discussion
by Mr. Cooper, then the subject was
open for discussion by the members
of the Council.

the Texans on a rampage that culminated in a final 4 2 to 17 score.
The next evening, the
quint
which consists of four former AllAmerican
scholastic
basketeers
swamped the Bengals 41 to 18.
The Saturday night affair resembled a football game as far as the
employment of tactics was concerned, and the crowd an£ players were
in an unusually hilarious moid
throughout.

tT
tY
t7

f

Munchausen here at Clemson often
convene, and each strives to outdo
his fellows in the gentle art of prevarication.
While these bull sessions are quite frequent, they are
lacking in the lasting qualities
which would allow them to take
their places among the masterpieces
of truth working yarns. The one
literary outlet for genius along
such lines lies in the hands of the
Commandant's office.
During the
course of a year, permit and explanation blanks are poked into the
door under the eagle which would
cause scarlet tints of shame, mixed with other Christmas color denoting envy, to creep across thb
sober faces of the Greek and the
Baron. Amazingly, some of these
tall tales actually bring results to
their authors.
Just before the Washingtan trip
some 1200 permits were turned
into the Army requesting leave "to
go home and make financial arrangements for the trip". One plea'
which received serious consideration asked "to go home to raise
money on which to go to Washington to raise H—."
Last year one noble rhymster
escaped the penalty of a bust for
a stubble-covered face by rendering
lines of poetry as follows:
'"M.y razor's broke,
And I am too.
So what in the world
Am I going to do?

derson, sent in three permits la.
rapid succession to be allowed to
have some dental work done. They
were all refused. He began to get
desperate, so he finally wrote: "Sir,
if I don't get these teeth fixed this
weekend, they will rot out of mj
head, so help me."
One of the stock tricks for getting out of busts is to supplement
the usual introductory term "Sir"
of the explanation with a "Dear
Sir".
One innocent and stainless
youth, who had evidently stopped
his first quiver of cupid's darts, explained his failure to return from
weekend leave on time by the few
simple words: "I was late—Gee!
but she was sweet."
The grand prize perhaps goes to
the freshman who explained his absence from class thusly:
Dere Sirs:
I respectively state that the above
report 'aint so.
I remember It.
just like it was yesterday. I was
present right there when they called the roll.

GRADUATE

MARRIES

George H. McCutchen, Jr., of StCharles, Clemson graduate, was recently married to Miss .Elizabeta
Harris, of the same city.
The bride is a graduate of Chicora college.

NEW

CLEMSON STATIONERY

50 SHEETS AND 24 ENVELOPES (TIGER - PRINTED)

C

50 SHEETS AND 24 ENVELOPES (DIE EMBOSSED)

90C & 95C
Agents for Crosley Radios
$19.95 and Up

X. (B. QTZaziin
V
2)iua &ompcmu
? cJnc
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
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BENGALS WIN OVER
GEORGIA BULLDOGS

PAGE SEVEN

SPORTS

CLEMSON

MITTMEN

LEAVE FOR TOURNEY

FOUR Y GENTLEMEN
"FOOTE BALLE" DAYS CLEMSON AQUABATS
EXPLORESTATE HOUSE
DEFEAT EMORY BUT
(Continued from page one)
Hold Rendezvous With Ladies
LOSE TOGEORGIA U.
in Capitol

Randolph Hinson has been in■cluded in the balloting of the
■"Flaming Five" conducted by the
Charlotte Observer, the leading
newspaper of the two Carolinas.
This contest is the third of its
kind and is
conducted annually
now by this daily publication. Its
purpose is to name the five most
outstanding athletes in North and
South Carolina during 1933.
Although "Randy" isn't leading the
field, or even near the top, in the
balloting, he is the only Clemson
athlete mentioned
and he richly
deserves the recognition.

ready started training and preparing to whip the Carolinians,
or give them the toughest
scrap they'll have this year.
THE SWAN SONG

The final whistle of the GeorgiaClemson game Tuesday night ended
the college career of two of the
most outstanding basketball players who have worn the Purple and
Gold uniform for the
past two
years. These hoys, Captain Ted
Simons and
Nolan iShuler, have
done much toward, for>v4(diiig ±-h&
cooperation and teamwork shown
by the Tigers last year and this
THE REFEREE
year, and Coach Davis will have
Accordijjg to reliable reports
a hard time filling their shoes.
we missedy the ten-man foot.Simons ^lightning-like/ "floor ''work
ball games,, vbe^iv^eri Carolina; <■ jind sharp shooting coupled with
and Clemson at Columbia FriShuler's ability to make long shots
day and Saturday nights. It
and his steadiness on the defense
seemed as if the referee had
have been a big asset to the Tinever seen a basketball game,
gers, and they will be missed treor at least had never tried to
mendously when next basketball
call one before, and he was utseason rolls around.
terly lost, seeing nothing .and
calling less. When tossing the...
WHAT BLOCKING
ball up at center, he stood
with his back to the scoreThe performance of the
keepers, and he simply ignored
the football squad at the first
the
holding,
hacking,
and
practice game of the spring
charging which was obvious at
training session proved to be
all times during the encoundisappointing and unsatisfacter. Blocking and clipping betory to Coach Neely and his astween the Tigers and Gamesistants.
Both picked teams
cocks could be observed almost
were very unimpressive in the
as often in this cage game as
scrimmages and their blocking
is seen in a struggle on the
was some of the poorest offered
gridiron, but the official either
by a Clemson squad in many a
forgot or didn't know that
day. The players blocked like
such tactics are forbidden and
a bunch of high school kids,
illegal in basketball. No, we
especially the secondaries; the
won't tell you his name this
work of both lines was supertime.
ior to that of the backfield.
INTRAMURAL, BOXING

In intramural boxing, which will
get under
way
Monday
night,
should prove interesting to the individual companies
and
to the
corps as a whole. The boys who
were not quite good enough for
varsity competition
but
like to
sling leather will have a chance
to show their wares and get experience which will prove invaluable
to them in the manly art of selfdefense.
Coach Bob Jones will
give the aspirants tips and any information needed, and he will be
assisted by the managers and varsity boxers in coaching them. E'ighi
winners will be decided, ranging
from the bantam weight through
the heavy weight class, and the
victors will each be given either a
silver or a bronze glove.
ANOTHER CHANCE AT U. S. C.
With football season past
and basketball and boxing
nearing the finish line for this
school year, the Tigers have
failed to defeat "a Gamecock
team in any of these sports.
The Bengals have fought as
hard as ever, but they've never
succeeded in finishing on the
long end of the score.
One
would think that the Chickens
have our number tliis year
and that we will finish this
school year without a victory
over them, but watch Coach
Neely's baseball team break
the monotony when the national pastime season rolls around.
And don't forget Coach Howard's tricksters who have al-

No one appreciates more the
importance and vitalness or
good blocking on a football
team than does Coach Jess.
and he will NOT be satisfied
with just average performances
in this department.
So the
fellows who show the most
ability and improvement in this
line of play during the remainder of the spring traininggrind will be watched by the
coaches.
NEW GRID RULES
Coach Neely is highly in favor
of the new rule adopted in football which permits the first forward pass into the end zone without the loss of the ball.
"It will make the defense stay "back
and give the offensive team a better scoring chance inside the 20
yard line, and it is the only real
change of the new ones that will
concern the public and their enjoyment of the game", said the Tiger mentor to this scrivener. The
only other change adopted by the
national rules committee that will
be noticed to any extent is the
elimination of the five yard penalty for two incompleted passes in
one series of downs, and it will
serve only to speed up the game
slightly as it only saves time in
keeping the Teferee from having to
count off five yards every time two
passes fail consecutively. Coach
Neely has already brought the ne'w
rules into effect in his spring football' practice, and the revisions are
r.roving satisfactory.

Twenty-five years of wandering
that Ulyses indulged in, and the
self-exiled tour of Lord Byron
coupled with a Missourian instinct
were both emulated last week-end
in the capital city of this Palmetto
State by three Clemson men and
their lovely companions of the fairer sex.

tumble scrimmage among themselves. Naturally, bones were broken, craniiims cracked, and numerous fatalities occurred. When the inter-urban contests began, good citizen and writer Philip Stubbes
flayed the game of foote-balle in
his "Anatomy of Abuses" much in
the manner in which Dr. Milford
denounced last fall's games among
Clemson's lint-dodgers, "Ditch-digging" C. E.'s and M. E. "Grease
Monkeys", wherein the grid aspirants appeared for the contests attired in strictly non-reg uniform.

SWIM SEASON ON

Clemson opened its Intercollegiate swimming schedule last Friday
afternoon by defeating Emory University's swimming team 51-33 at
the Emory pool in Atlanta. Tho
Tiger tank men piled up the score
by taking six out of nine firsi
places.
The high scoring honors went to
It seems that these six inquisiDickson,
with 12 points, and Allitive souls, our three school chum
son,
with
10 points, both of Clemheroes and the three damsels who
son;
the
outstanding
Emery men
are wrapped in the robes of learnwere Neely (9), Herault (8), and
ing at a neighboring institution
Today's lassie who feels the biol- Campbell with 7 points. .
(name not to be mentioned) which
ogical
urge and desires to splash
hands out sheep-hides each year,
around
in the matrimonial waves -- Last Saturday afternoon, the Tiwere in a particularly adventurous
mood as their
somnambulatioiis oft times chooses her first mate by ger tank men dropped their second
brought them face to face with the observance, from atop a bleacher, swimming' match,, .to, the > University
state lionise (a. South Carolina term of. his prowess on . the gridiron. of Georgia at Athens 'bjs'.a ' s<fore
„._*
■-—
Not so in the days of yore. Until of 48-37.
for Stafe'Capitol).
Hoynes, Atkinson-*3}gL Candler of
1800, there
was
at
Iverness,
The ,,nios't daring of these expo- Scotland, an old custom of staging Georgia were hig&scorerlf. while Alnents suggested that they capture, an annual football battle between lison, Goodson and'' Diskson were
kill and explore said state house. the spinsters and the matrons of outstanding for the Tigers.
After minutes of fruitless searcliing the community.
All females of
a
■
lor a possible entrance left open by spirit, regardless of ..age or degree
a careless night watclunan, our of pulchritude,
engaged wholeparty finally stumbled upon a small heartedly in the event, while the
basement door which was quite men of the surrounding country
ajar.
looked on and gave directions and
encouragement to those whom they
With fiendish chuckles of conchampioned, whether sister, mothquering heroes and heroines, they
JOHNSTONE IS HEAD
er, or spouse. The married women
entered the sacred portals of South
usually won the coveted honors, for
Carolina's
political mecca,
ana
they had been chosen by husbands Second Year Men Elect Ring
promptly made themselves at home.
Committee for Coming
primarily interested in their ability
After hours spent in pouring over
at football. Participation in a
Year
court records, fiery debates in the
game always preceeded the betrothsenate, and the amusing bills
al of two fans. As one of the curThe Sophomore class met Tueswhich each legislature facetiously
rent products of Melody Alley de- day after chapel to choose a method
passes in order to let the people
picts, it was necessary for the wo- of contracting for next year's rings.
know that they are hail fellows
men to be football "sheros" that
A suggestion was put forward by
well met, they finally grew weary
they might not spend their lives in T. K. Johnstone, class president, in
of their spoils of conquest.
After
spinsterhood. (Ed. Note: You still a plan whereby a ring committee
dressing the bust of John C. up in
have a chance, Winthpoptons).
would be formed to deal with the
situation.
a Clemson cap and blouse (with
Clemson entered the realm of
A motion was forwarded to acsergeant stripes), these knights and
knightesses
of
the
wanderlust football only when the game was cept the suggestion and. was promptsought an avenue of escape via their at a comparatively high stage of ly seconded.
The new committee will have
routfe of entry. Imagine their cha- development. The flying wedge and
grin when they found that night other death-inflicting mass forma- complete charge of the ring situawas upon them, and that the door tions were abolished about 1894, tion. Its chairman will be the
and when Clemson's first gang of present class president until the
was heavily locked and barred.
pigskinners made their debut, even class elections of next year, when
Our principal hero, who incithe sulbtle practice of slugging was the new chairman will be the new
dentally is a great Y. M. C. A.
not considered "nice".
(It was president. The old president, if not
man, on looking through the glass
quite all right, however, for a reelected, will automatically become
door perceived a rather ghastly
tackle to throw his nose guard at a member of the committee.
looking individual behind a grey
the runner if the husky guy failed
Members of the committee will
beard looking through at him. Alin his attempt to halt the progress be J. D. Kinard, G. D. Way, H. A.
ter beating a hasty retreat to the
of the ball-carrier.)
Green, and T. Forshaw.
next closest exit, he was confronted
The arrangement is to do away
by the same stack of hay gleaming
The Tiger teams of the years with the troubles of past years and
through the door 'at him. This sitfrom 1900 to 1903, coached by it has aspects of being successful.
uation grew more intense each moHeisman, one of football's foremost
ment as one faithful schoolmate
mentors, thought nothing of playrealized that the well-being of three
ing four or five major games in
helpless females lay in their hands, one week, encountering Ga. Tech
regardless of the feminine slant on one day and U. N. C. the next, and
this double standard crashing bus- so on until they had their fill of
iness.
the swine-skin sport. Clemson disWhen the whiskers finally cor- played clever psychological methnered the party, it was learned that ods in receiving
her
opposing
COACH JONES ALONG
the owner was a preserver of the teams.
Once the Davidson team
property of the state in the form was conveyed from the railroad
of a capitol guard, duly authorized station to the campus in a large Bengal Pugs Leave For Virginia to Fight in Conferto arrest intruders. This did not black tally-ho (a four-wheeled vedampen our heroes' ardor because liicle closely resembling a hearse)
ence Tilts
they were used to taking themselves and lodged for the night in the
out of A. W. O. L. busts here at college hospital. The game on the
Four Tiger boxers, accompanied
Clemson (which proves that college ensuing day was taken by Clemson by Bob Jones, Bengal ring menis worth wliile after all). It took with a score of about 40-0.
tor, and Cyril Shuler, varsity manlots of persuading and a few lovely
ager,, left this morning for Charbut softly feminine tears to soften
In the four years that Heisman lottsville, Virginia, to represent
the heai't that beat behind those spent at Clemson, he produced Clemson in the Southern Conferwhiskers to the point of releasing teams that scored 733 points ence boxing tourney, which is to be
the invaders.
against their opponents' 92, and held at the University of Virginia
(Ed. Note—Our only reason for lost only three games during his tomorrow and Saturday.
printing this story is to let everyone entire regime. The greatest score
The ringsters that will represent
in on the ground floor and to rec- Clemson ever made was against the Purple and Gold are as foltify the statements which all three Guilford College in 1901, when lows: Murray Henley, bantam; J.
men are making to the 'effect that Heisman's boys, under the captain- E. Altman, feather; J. H. Dawson,
they told the long arm of the law ship of Drouthit, deefated their an- light; W. R. Fudge, welter; and W.
E. Medlin, lightheavy.
where he could get off at).
tagonists 120-0.

SOPHS. HAVE MEETING
TO FORMJNG GROUP

FIVE TIGER BOXERS
LEAVE FOR TOURNEY
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WORK FOR STUDENTS
IN THE DIM PAST MAN OF MYSTERY
Help the
suffering
Belgians!
ASTOUNDS CORPS (Continued from page one)
This praiseworthy movement was

COLLEGIATE PRESS
THE BULLDOG
The Duke of Yarlboro
Puffed on his Marlboro
With evident relish and glee.
The stable-hoy sighed
With eyes opened wide
As he thought of the duck-to-be.

started some weeks ago, when one
of the benevolent and patriotic
women of the campus asked thai
all old clothes be donated, to send
to the Belgians for protection
againstt he fierce wintry blast.
Many old uniforms were receivThe Duke of Yarlboro
ed and other good articles of clothDiscarded his Marlboro
ing as well.
At church Sunday
The stable-boy blessed his luck.
we were asked to give money to
It was rather provoking
be used in purchasing food for
But soon he was smoking
these starving people, and it Is
"America's
Most
Distinguished hoped that we will respond nobly.
Duck".
Winthrop is to be congratulated
on having given a very generous
donation.
THE INDIAN
Consider the Hammer—
It keeps its head.
It doesn't fly off the handle.
The "picked company", composIt keeps ponnding away.
ed of many of those who went to
It finds the point, then drives Rock Hill last year and others seit home.
lected by Majors Osborne, CrayIt looks at the other side, too; ton, and Glover, began drill on
and thus clinches the matter. Monday in preparation for anothIt makes mistakes, hut when it er trip of unparalled delight to
does, it starts all over.
our big sister college, Winthrop.
It is the only knocker in the (Would the present "picked" plaworld that does any good.
toons like to make the pilgrimage
to Winthrop?)
EXCHANGE
3 ACT DRAMA
1933—"Brother, can you spare a
Captain Eaton—
dime?"
Captain Eaton meets a cannibal
1934 "????"
chief—.
THE DAVIDSONIAN
Captain eaten.
PINE WHISPERS
Because college petters parked
Progress of civilization:
their cars before his home, a pro*
1930—"I've found a million dollars, fessor at New
York
University
baby".
asked the trustees of his suburban
1931—"I've got five dollars".
town not to have snow removed
1932—"Here it is Monday and I've from the roads so that he could
still got a dollar." '
spend some peaceful evenings.

TIGER STAFF FETED
(Continued from page one)

The types of work for which the magazine form and was known as.
Fayssoux Presents Interesting
funds are allotted cover a range 'The Chronicle".
He offered toBag of Tricks to Local
of jobs customarily done in the inhold, a seminar for the benefit or
Audience
stitution by students who are workthose
who wished to become beting their way through Clemson.
Fayssoux, bewildering
mystery
ter
acquainted
with the art of
According to the rules set by the
man, amazed a wide-eyed crowd in administration, students will be se- journalism.
chapel Monday night with his weird lected under the following condi■Mr. Wilton Hall, editor and pubpower of hypnotism and a never- tions:
lisher of the Anderson Independending bag of tricks.
"The student's financial status ent and The Daily Mail, was the
This unusual personage began his shall be such as to make impossi- next to address the young membersantics that afternoon when he ble his attendance at college with- of the Fourth Estate. He stressed
drove to the P. 0. blindfolded, out this aid."
the need for feature articles in pubfound a hidden key, unlocked a
"The student shall be of good
lications, and offered to let those
box with it, extracted a certain one character and judged by thp usual
present assist in the actual makeof many letters, and delivered the methods of determining ability emup of one of his Sunday editions
missive to a man he had never ployed by the particular conege.
at any convenient time.
seen.
He shall possess sucb ability as
Prof. John Lane, faculty adviser
Monday night, "the modern Hou- will give assurance that he can do
of THE TIGER, Dean W. H. Washdini" carried on with his display high grade work in college."
ington, and Mr. William L. Leverof dark magic and kept the spectaette, ex-editor, spoke briefly. "Uncle
tors roaring at the actions of sevJoe'' Chambers, who prints the paSir
Arthur
Smith
Woodward
of
eral hypnotized volunteers.
The four star event of the even- Cambridge University has made per, was called upon for a fewing was a milking scene in which studies which make him believe words, but he retaliated with "I'nt
a freshman won the hearts of his the cradel of the human race was just too full for words".
audience with his soothing tone to somewhere in Africa, probably the
The banquet was attended byBossy, who in reality was another Rift Valley.
both old and new staffs.
"rat".
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NEW MALL SCHEDULE
Outgoing
6:00 A. Mi
11:20 A. M
2:45 P. M
8:00 P. M

West
All directions
All directions
All directions

Incoming
8:00 A. M
All directions
12:30 P. M.
All directions
4:30 P. M.,
All directions
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ach year Turkey and. Greece ship us
thousands of hales of fine tohaccos—
But why send 4,000
miles for tobacco ?

Chesterfield usesTurkish tobacco—from
Samsoun, Smyrna, Cavalla and Xanthi.
Then it blends and cross-blends them

... because spicy, aromatic Turkish is the

with various kinds of choice home-

best seasoning there is for a cigarette.

grown tobaccos in the right balance to

It adds something to flavor and

give you a cigarette that's milder, a

aroma that no other tobacco can give.

cigarette that tastes better.
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